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>> Let's discuss tomorrow. Need to ensure this doesn't get into a tit for tat exchange. 

>> Thanks for your support 

>> Wayne 

>>  

>> Sent from my iPad 

>>  

>>> On 11 Jun 2016, at 19:10, Murray Norton <M.Norton@gov.je> wrote: 

>>>  

>>> I want to respond succinctly to  on his last comments...  

>>>  

>>> Give me a couple of numbered lines... 

>>>  

>>> I've taken it back that he was a contestant at this golf match and said its because the tweets were unclear (not 

quite taken out of thin air). He wasn't playing golf, he was just on a golf course with lots of other people playing golf, 

commentating about the game of golf. Clearly a totally different affair... 

>>>  

>>> But I've also said that it wasn't the main thrust of the point I was making. 

>>>  

>>> The point is that he has gotten away with lying, when the hard working people who pay his wages would never 

get away with dishonesty to their employer like he did. 

>>>  

>>> You've not said that I'm wrong to say that Wayne Gallichan lied to his employer about his trip to South Africa. 

Instead you're annoyed at a rather insignificant minor detail in my comment. 

>>>  

>>> Do I therefore take it that you accept my statement that he lied is accurate? Presumably if I was wrong, you'd be 

taking me to task on that specific point. 

>>>  

>>> But as I've said, the public are rightly furious at how they have been shafted by Wayne and Mike. It's not a good 

look to resolutely stand by the side of someone who lied, against a population who you're forcing to pay more tax 

and face cuts to their public services. 

>>>  

>>> Thanks Murray 

>>>  

>>> Deputy Murray Norton 

>>> Assistant Minister 

>>> Economic Development, Tourism, Sport and Culture. 

>>> Government of Jersey. 

>>>  




